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1 Saturday
8pm Odd Squad
Mr. Unpredictable/Down The Tubes
A new villain named Mr. Unpredictable challenges the Odd Squad Mobile Unit.
8:30pm Odd Squad
Sample of New York/It’s Not Easy Being Chill
The Mobile Unit reports to the New York City Odd Squad to help with a big problem.
9pm Odd Squad
The Sandwich Project/Wax On Wax Odd
When members of the Mobile Unit get turned into sandwiches, The Big O comes to the rescue.
9:30pm WordGirl
Tobey’s Tricks and Treats/Escape Wham
After losing a costume contest, Tobey sets his Robots on a candy-stealing spree to ruin Halloween.
10pm Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Winston Churchill/I Am Cleopatra
Our heroes go back in time to meet Winston Churchill, a person who knew how to command attention!
10:30pm Wild Kratts
Tenrec Treasure Hunt
Chris sets up a treasure hunt centering on a cool and rare group of insectivores from Madagascar.
11pm Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Pinkapalooza Dotty/Lila Gets Glasses
Pinkalicious decides to create her own polka dot art, but she gets a little too carried away!
11:30pm Let’s Go Luna!
Bob The Plant/Aren’t We A Pair?
In Cairo, Leo’s plant “Bob” isn't doing well. Leo must find out what's wrong and save Bob!

2 Sunday
8pm Odd Squad
Mr. Unpredictable/Down The Tubes
A new villain named Mr. Unpredictable challenges the Odd Squad Mobile Unit.
8:30pm Odd Squad
Sample of New York/It’s Not Easy Being Chill
The Mobile Unit reports to the New York City Odd Squad to help with a big problem.
9pm Odd Squad
The Sandwich Project/Wax On Wax Odd
When members of the Mobile Unit get turned into sandwiches, The Big O comes to the rescue.
9:30pm WordGirl
Tobey’s Tricks and Treats/Escape Wham
After losing a costume contest, Tobey sets his Robots on a candy-stealing spree to ruin Halloween.
10pm Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Winston Churchill/I Am Cleopatra
Our heroes go back in time to meet Winston Churchill, a person who knew how to command attention!
10:30pm Wild Kratts
Praying Mantis
Two Wild Kratts kids discover the praying mantis cocoons they’ve been keeping have hatched!
11pm Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Sand Palace/Zoo Day
Pinkalicious uses natural objects to build a sand palace for the sand castle competition.
11:30pm Let’s Go Luna!
Where’s Luna?/Pulling Strings
When Luna goes missing in Delhi, Andy tracks her down using her hat and an ancient astronomy site.

3 Monday
8pm Hero Elementary
Fair Weather / Home Sweet Home
When a tree falls in the schoolyard, the young heroes try to find a new home for a chipmunk.
8:30pm Odd Squad
Orlas Birthday/Jeremy
Omar and Oswald search for gifts for Orla’s birthday. The Mobile Unit gets locked out of their van.
9pm Arthur
D.W.’s Stray Netkitin/Bats in the Belfry
A virus ruins the Read family computer and D.W. needs help taking care of her virtual Netkitin pet.
9:30pm WordGirl
The Fill-In/Word (Hicc)Up!
WordGirl must intervene when Dr. Two Brains and The Butcher create the ultimate ham and cheese duo.

10pm Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
Back In Creature Time - Tasmanian Tiger, Part 2
The Wild Kratts decide to try out Aviva's Time Trampoline to visit with the extinct Tasmanian Tiger.

11pm Dinosaur Train
An Armored Tail Tale/Pterasaur Flying Club
Hank Ankylosaurus visits the Big Pond to scout a Dinoball talent named Eugene Euoplocephalus.

11:30pm Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood
It’s Time to Go/Daniel Doesn’t Want to Stop Playing
Katerina and Daniel have trouble leaving the Treehouse because they are having so much fun playing.

12am Sesame Street
Elmo’s Happy Little Train
Elmo, Rosita and Zoe play train and pretend to be the driver, conductor and passenger.

12:30am Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Peter builds the tallest block tower ever! Pinkalicious wants to do something special for Mommy.

4 Tuesday
8pm Hero Elementary
The Feed for Speed / An Uphill Task
The heroes just figure out how to get AJ’s robot up the stairs in time for the big Invention Fair.

8:30pm Odd Squad
Oona and the Oonabots/The Ninja Situation
Oona uses her Oonabots to fix a problem. Odd Squad must go undercover to recover a stolen gadget.

9pm Arthur
The Blackout/Mei Lin Takes A Stand
Will Arthur and DW survive without AC and TV when a blackout leaves the city without electricity?

9:30pm WordGirl
A Curious Case of Curiosity/There’s No V In Team
Mrs. Botsford keeps asking questions after she is zapped by Ms. Question’s Curiosity Field Creator.

10pm Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Maya Angelou/I Am Frederick Douglass

10:30pm Wild Kratts
Back In Creature Time - Go Dodo Go, Part 1
The team uses the Time Trampoline to jump back in time to meet the extinct Dodo Bird of Mauritius.

11pm Dinosaur Train
Stargazing on the Night Train/Get Into Nature!
Sidney Sinovenator takes the family to his favorite stargazing spot and teaches them about stars.

11:30pm Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood
Safety Patrol/Safety at the Beach
The children learn about traffic signs and practice safety rules on a walk around the Neighborhood.

12am Sesame Street
Math Magic
Max the Magician amazes Rosita, Big Bird and Elmo with his magical, mathematical tricks.

12:30am Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Amazing Sled Run/Frost Fairy
It’s a snow day so Pinkalicious, Peter, Rafael and Jasmine build the most pinkatastic sled run ever!

5 Wednesday

8pm Hero Elementary
With A Little Push/Track That Pack
The team uses hands-on investigation to learn that pushing an object can start or stop its movement.

8:30pm Odd Squad
Oscar Strikes Back
Oscar attends a gathering of Odd Squad scientists called Lab-Con at Odd Squad Academy.

9pm Arthur
For The Birds/Ungifted
FBrain wants to be the first to spot a rare bird species. Buster goes on a favor-repaying frenzy!

9:30pm WordGirl
The Learnerer/Mr. Big’s Dinner and a Scam
WordGirl must come up with a new move or The Learnerer will get away with a giant diamond.

10pm Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
10:30pm Wild Kratts
Deer Buckaroo
The Wild Kratts team searches for a fawn and learns about deer society and the purpose of antlers.

11pm Dinosaur Train
The Good Mom/Hornucopia
Mrs. Pteranodon meets fellow mom Millie Maiasaura, who is a little too over-protective of her kids.

11:30pm Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood
Daniel Does Gymnastics/The Big Slide
Daniel feels nervous to join in with his friends when he goes to gymnastics for the first time.

12am Sesame Street
Hey! Sesame Street News
Cookie Monster is a journalist for Abby and Big Bird’s newspaper, “Hey Sesame Street News!”

12:30am Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Snow Fairy/to Catch A Leaf
After a snowstorm Pinkalicious, Peter and Jasmine spend the day sculpting a snow fairy - Frostina!

6 Thursday
8pm Hero Elementary
The Butterfly Chasers / Something Shady
When the shady spot that AJ picked for the class’s outdoor lunch disappears, the heroes investigate.

8:30pm Odd Squad
Portalandia/Slides and Ladders
Oswald must learn everything he can about the Mobile Unit van before an important interview.

9pm Arthur
Binky Barnes, Art Expert/Arthur’s Lucky Pencil
Arthur has to work with Binky on an art project and finds a pencil that brings good luck.

9:30pm WordGirl
Sonny Days with a Chance of Showers/Seymour....Right After This
Just when meteorologist Sonny Days is about to deliver the forecast, The Birthday Girl kidnaps him.

10pm Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
10:30pm Wild Kratts
Spots in the Desert
Wild Kratts kid Manuel contacts the team to say that he has spotted an ocelot the Sonoran Desert.

11pm Dinosaur Train
Buck-Tooth Bucky/Tiny’s Tiny Friend
Don finds a mystery tooth in Dad’s tooth collection and discovers it belongs to a Masiakasaurus.

11:30pm Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood
Daniels Tiger Twirl/You Can Play Your Own Way
When Daniel can’t do a cartwheel trick, Dad Tiger teaches Daniel that he can do a trick his own way.

12am Sesame Street
Sesame Friendship
Big Bird builds a block castle and when it accidentally gets knocked down he thinks Snuffy did it.

12:30am Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Lost Voice/Doll Hospital
Pinkalicious and Jasmine play doctor and find themselves taking care of all the dolls in Pinkville.

7 Friday
8pm Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
8:30pm Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
9pm Xavier Riddle and the Secret Movie: I Am Madam President
10pm Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Leonardo Da Vinci/I Am Amelia Earhart
Xavier learns that Leonardo da Vinci is interested in a lot of different things, too - just like Xavier!

10:30pm Wild Kratts
Sloth Bear Suction
While in India, the Wild Kratts try to figure out if a Sloth bear is a bear or a sloth?

11pm Dinosaur Train
Dinosaur Big City, Pt. 3/Dinosaur Big City, Pt. 4
Buddy and Tiny help King Cryolophosaurus overcome his fear of performing in front of an audience.

11:30pm Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood
Daniel Likes to Be with Dad/Daniel Likes to Be with Mom
Dad and Daniel realize that it doesn't matter what they do, they just enjoy being together.

12am Sesame Street
Grocery Games
Elmo, Abby, and Cookie Monster need to find food in the grocery store that start with the letter C.

12:30am Pinkalicious & Peterrific
The Legend of Pinkfoot/Flossie The Mossling
Pinkalicious losies precious sleep after she befriends an owl in her backyard at bedtime.

8 Saturday
8pm Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
8:30pm Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
9pm Xavier Riddle and the Secret Movie: I Am Madam President
10pm Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Theodore Roosevelt/I Am Eleanor Roosevelt
10:30pm Wild Kratts
The Last Largest Lobster
The Kratts dive into the ocean to retrieve a creature power disc and encounter an enormous lobster.

11pm Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Amazing Sled Run/Frost Fairy
It’s a snow day so Pinkalicious, Peter, Rafael and Jasmine build the most pinkatastic sled run ever!

11:30pm Let’s Go Luna!
Castells in the Air/Barcelona Birdy

12am Nature Cat
Ze Worm Whisperer/Love You, Michael Bluejay

12:30am Odd Squad
Oona and the Oonabots/The Ninja Situation
Oona uses her Oonabots to fix a problem. Odd Squad must go undercover to recover a stolen gadget.

9 Sunday
8pm Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
8:30pm Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
9pm Xavier Riddle and the Secret Movie: I Am Madam President
10pm Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Mary Shelley/I Am Harry Houdini
Xavier goes back in time to meet spooky storyteller Mary Shelley before a Nature Troop campout.

10:30pm Wild Kratts
Stars of the Tides
Martin and Chris must make it through one of the harshest habitats on Earth, the rocky intertidal.

11pm Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Lost Voice/Doll Hospital
Pinkalicious and Jasmine play doctor and find themselves taking care of all the dolls in Pinkville.

11:30pm Let's Go Luna!
Glocken Around The Clock/Good Knight
In Munich, Leo learns it takes a special kind of Glockenspiel to make baby Mathilda happy.

12am Nature Cat
Stop and Hear The Cicadas/Cold-Blooded
A spooky noise convinces Nature Cat the forest is haunted. Daisy looks for a logical explanation.

12:30am Odd Squad
Portalandia/Slides and Ladders
Oswald must learn everything he can about the Mobile Unit van before an important interview.

10 Monday
8pm Hero Elementary
Turtle Beach / Shine A Light On Me
The heroes visit Turtle Beach to see baby turtles hatching and find the beach filled with litter!

8:30pm Odd Squad
The O Team/Show Me The Money
Security agents Owen and Ohio secretly provide backup on a case so they can have a pizza party.

9pm Arthur
Arthur Makes A Movie/Go to Your Room!
Muffy directs and Arthur plays the hero in the kids’ movie. D.W. is punished for ten minutes.

9:30pm WordGirl
Chuck with a Sidekick of Brent/Yarn-4-Gold
Chuck sets out to turn the city into a giant sandwich, unless WordGirl can stop him.

10pm Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
10:30pm Wild Kratts
In Search of the Easter Bunny
The Wild Kratts split up, with Chris going north and Martin south, in search of the Easter Bunny!

11pm Dinosaur Train
Buddy Explores The Tyrannosaurs/Rainy Day Fight
Dad takes Buddy, an adopted T. rex, to the early Cretaceous to visit an ancestor called Raptorex.

11:30pm Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood
The Family Campout/A Game Night for Everyone
Daniel and Dad Tiger head to the “Dad and Me” Camp-out, joined by his friends and their dads.

12am Sesame Street
Elmo The Engineer
Elmo and his dad become engineers and design a “toy putter awayer” to help Elmo put away his toys.

11 Tuesday
8pm Hero Elementary
Hatching A Plan/The Invisible Force
When an egg hatches, the young heroes vow to reunite the unfamiliar young bird with its parents.

8:30pm Odd Squad
Breakfast Club/Dr. O: Party Time, Excellent
When Olympia finds out Dr. O is leaving, she struggles to throw the best goodbye party ever.

9pm Arthur
Is That Kosher/Never Never Never
Francine tries to fast on Yom Kippur, but can she resist a pizza party? Her grandma, Bubba helps.

9:30pm WordGirl
First One to Win Wins/A Little Bigger WordGirl
When the Butcher steals Mrs. Von Hoosinghaus’ prize poodle, Becky is eager to suit up as WordGirl.

10pm Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Mary Leaky/I Am Alexander Hamilton

10:30pm Wild Kratts
Mystery of the Flamingo’s Pink
The Kratt brothers and the team are on a quest to solve the mystery of the Flamingo’s Pink.

11pm Dinosaur Train
Paulie Pliosaurus/Elmer Visits The Desert
The Pteranodons take the train underwater to visit Paulie Pliosaurus, the “T. rex of the Ocean.”

11:30pm Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood
The Tiger Family Grows/Daniel Learns About Being A Big Brother
The Tiger Family is expanding and Daniel finds out that he is going to be a big brother!

12am Sesame Street
Elmo’s Blues/Pink Raspberry
Peter is feeling down and learns to
play the blues on a harmonica. Peter hosts a silly song contest.

12 Wednesday

8pm Hero Elementary
Saved from the Bell/The Right Stuff
The heroes conduct an investigation when the bell on top of the school’s Leaping Tower keeps ringing.

8:30pm Odd Squad
Running On Empty
The Mobile Unit must return a blob to London, but their van has run into trouble.

9pm Arthur
D.W., The Picky Eater/Buster and the Daredevils
D.W. has a tantrum when someone slips her spinach! How far will Buster go to impress the cool kids?

9:30pm WordGirl
Wordbot/Mount Rush Here
In order to get back at WordGirl, Tobey builds a robot replica of her named WordBot.

10pm Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
10:30pm Wild Kratts
Elephant Brains!
The Wild Kratts are on a mission to figure out the differences between African and Asian elephants.

11pm Dinosaur Train
Elmer Elasmosaurus/Dinosaur Block Party
Buddy is not happy about travelling underwater until he sees spectacular sights under the sea.

11:30pm Blanket’s Big Adventure
The Kratts learn about the different ways that animals use blankets.

12am Sesame Street
Play Time
Nina, Elmo, Abby, Big Bird and Chris put on a play about Little Miss Muffet.
12:30am Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Whale of a Song/Pinkabubbles
The Pinkerton family goes whale watching with Captain Jolly and discover a lost baby whale.

13 Thursday

8pm Hero Elementary
Sparks’ Unplugged / Camp Catastrophe
When muffins go missing from the school cafeteria kitchen, the heroes try to solve the mystery.

8:30pm Odd Squad
Odd Squad in the Shadows
The Mobile Unit reports to the Odd Squad office in North Carolina to help them stop a villain.

9pm Arthur
The Chronicles of Buster/On This Spot
Buster is so obsessed with a movie DVD that he neglects his training for a class rock-climbing trip.

9:30pm WordGirl
Leslie Makes It Big/Mouse Brain Take-Over
Mr. Big gets taken to jail and his assistant Leslie takes over building a mind control device.

10pm Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
10:30pm Wild Kratts
I Am Johann Sebastian Bach/I Am Marie Curie
Xavier goes back in time to meet Johann Sebastian Bach and practice for the school talent show.

11pm Dinosaur Train
Shiny and Snakes/Tiny Loves Flowers
Shiny gets over her fear of snakes when she meets a Sanajeh, a huge Cretaceous snake.

11:30pm Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood
Daniel Fixes Trolley/Problem Solver Daniel
Daniel breaks a wheel off Trolley while playing and figures out how to fix it on his own.

12am Sesame Street
Baby Bear’s Just Right Cafe
Baby Bear, Elmo, and Abby play restaurant. Baby Bear pretends to be a chef and cooks the food.

12:30am Pinkalicious & Peterrific
All Tangled Up/Above The Clouds
A mishap leaves Pinkville with balls of yarn instead of flowers for Pinkville’s Flower Festival.

14 Friday

8pm Let’s Go Luna!
Viva La Pasta/Arrievederci Acqua!

8:30pm Let’s Go Luna!
Monster Park!/Meet The Strongs
When Wrinkles the tortoise gets lost in spooky Monster Park, Leo must face his fears to find him!

9pm Let’s Go Luna!
Blue Orleans/Bonjour, Au Revoir, Adios
Bessie, a 150-year-old alligator, passes away and Luna learns to honor her life the New Orleans way.

9:30pm Let’s Go Luna!
More Than All That Jazz/ Swamp Pals
Leo travels to the Louisiana Bayou to meet his pen pal, who seems too exciting to be true.

10pm Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
10:30pm Wild Kratts
The Erminator
Martin encounters an ermine and learns what it takes to survive in a very harsh environment.

11pm Dinosaur Train
Shiny and Snakes/Tiny Loves Flowers
Shiny gets over her fear of snakes when she meets a Sanajeh, a huge Cretaceous snake.
mysteriously disappears.

11pm Dinosaur Train
King and Crystal Play Red Rock/Nick of Time
King and Crystal Cryolophosaurus get an offer to perform music at the Red Rock Amphitheater.

11:30pm Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood
Playtime Is Different/The Playground Is Different With Baby Daniel learns that although having a new baby sister around is very different, it can also be fun.

12am Sesame Street
Astronaut Elmo Rosita, Elmo and Abby pretend to be astronauts and use their imagination to go into space.

12:30am Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Jumping for Joy/Music Is Everywhere
Peter thinks he's too short to do fun activities, so he makes shoes that let you jump really high!

15 Saturday
8pm Let’s Go Luna!
Viva La Pasta/Arrivederci Acqua!
8:30pm Let’s Go Luna!
Monster Park!/Meet The Strongs
When Wrinkles the tortoise gets lost in spooky Monster Park, Leo must face his fears to find him!

9pm Let’s Go Luna!
Blue Orleans/Bonjour, Au Revoir, Adios
Bessie, a 150-year-old alligator, passes away and Luna learns to honor her life the New Orleans way.

9:30pm Let’s Go Luna!
More Than All That Jazz/Swamp Pals
Leo travels to the Louisiana Bayou to meet his pen pal, who seems too exciting to be true.

10pm Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum

10:30pm Wild Kratts
Aardvark Town
Chris searches for a young aardvark's burrow after it becomes a stowaway in his backpack.

11pm Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Whale of a Song/Pinkabubbles
The Pinkerton family goes whale watching with Captain Jolly and discover a lost baby whale.

11:30pm Let's Go Luna!
Stinky Fruit/Kick It Good
Leo thinks he needs to like the taste of the very strong-smelling durian fruit to be a great chef.

12am Nature Cat
Star Gazers/A Jump to Remember
Nature Cat falling asleep when he and his friends go star gazing to see some shooting stars.

12:30am Odd Squad
Breakfast Club/Dr. O: Party Time, Excellent
When Olympia finds out Dr. O is leaving, she struggles to throw the best goodbye party ever.

16 Sunday
8pm Let’s Go Luna!
Viva La Pasta/Arrivederci Acqua!
8:30pm Let’s Go Luna!
Monster Park!/Meet The Strongs
When Wrinkles the tortoise gets lost in spooky Monster Park, Leo must face his fears to find him!

9pm Let’s Go Luna!
Blue Orleans/Bonjour, Au Revoir, Adios
Bessie, a 150-year-old alligator, passes away and Luna learns to honor her life the New Orleans way.

9:30pm Let’s Go Luna!
More Than All That Jazz/Swamp Pals
Leo travels to the Louisiana Bayou to meet his pen pal, who seems too exciting to be true.

10pm Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum

10:30pm Wild Kratts
Flight of the Draco
Martin and Chris uncover an evil plot by fashion designer Donita Donata to capture Draco lizards.

11pm Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Jumping for Joy/Music Is Everywhere
Peter thinks he's too short to do fun activities, so he makes shoes that let you jump really high!

11:30pm Let’s Go Luna!
Viva La Pasta/Arrivederci Acqua!
12am Nature Cat
Moth Frolic-Fest/Dune Patrol
Nature Cat and his pals promise to make sure that no one ruins the sand dunes at the beach.

12:30am Odd Squad
Running On Empty
The Mobile Unit must return a blob to London, but their van has run into trouble.

17 Monday
8pm Hero Elementary
Rough Sledding / Hungry Hungry Hoppers
The young heroes pitch in to help find and test the right material to repair a ruined box sled.

8:30pm Odd Squad
Negative Town/License to Science
The agents go to Negative Town to track down a villain. Oona must pass her lab director’s test.

9pm Arthur
War of the Worms/I Owe You One
Fern spins a tall tale to convince Brain that giant worms are really attacking Elwood City!

9pm WordGirl
Wordgirl and Bobbleboy/Crime in the Key of V
Determined to be the best at everything Victoria Best sets out to
be the best superhero in the city.  
10pm Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum  
10:30pm Wild Kratts City Hoppers!  
Aviva and Koki help kids make a catapult and Chris and Martin explore the world of grasshoppers.  
11pm Dinosaur Train  
The Earthquake/Nursery Car  
The kids go on a playdate with Tank Triceratops to the desert where they meet his distant relative.  
11:30pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood: Won't You Sing Along with Me?  
12am Sesame Street Baby Bear's Just Right Cafe  
Baby Bear, Elmo, and Abby play restaurant. Baby Bear pretends to be a chef and cooks the food.  
12:30am Pinkalicious & Peterrific The Legend of Pinkfoot/Flossie The Mollsal  
Pinkalicious and Peter meet a mollsal named Flossie who hears musical sounds in her stream.  

**18 Tuesday**  
8pm Hero Elementary  
Hero Hit Parade / Trouble at the Pet Wash  
When a big parade balloon gets loose and flies through Citytown, the heroes try to get it back.  
8:30pm Odd Squad  
Olympia's Day/Otis's Day  
Getting a villain back to headquarters proves cumbersome when the tubes are down for maintenance.  
9pm Arthur  
Arthur's Tv-Free Week/Night Fright  
The kids and their parents pledge not to watch TV a week. Binky secretly sleeps with a night light.  
9:30pm WordGirl  
When Becky wishes on her birthday candle for a WordGirl-free world, her wish comes true!  
10pm Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum  
I Am Jackie Robinson/I Am Anna Pavlov  
10:30pm Wild Kratts  
Choose Your Swordfish  
Martin and Chris head out on a mission to explore the mysterious world of billfish.  
11pm Dinosaur Train  
Great Big Stomping Dinosaur Feet!/Diamond Anniversary  
Tiny gets worries when she loses Shiny's favorite shiny shell and begins to stomp with frustration.  
11:30pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood  
Prince Wednesday's Accident/Daniel and Miss Elaina's Kite Accident  
Prince Wednesday spills paint on his pants and the floor at school and learns that accidents happen.  
12am Sesame Street  
Walking The Dog  
Elmo wants to be a dog walker, so his friends help him practice by pretending to be different dogs.  
12:30am Pinkalicious & Peterrific Gnome More Nonsense/Space Dancing  
Pinkalicious and Peter are thrilled when they find Norman the Garden Gnome living in their backyard!  

**19 Wednesday**  
8pm Hero Elementary  
Bouncing Ideas / Leaning Tower, No Pizza  
The young heroes come to the aid of Rubberband Robbie who is bouncing all over the school!  
8:30pm Odd Squad  
The Thrill of the Face/Raising The Bar  
The Mobile Unit returns to the Museum of Natural Odd to battle a stone warrior.  
9pm Arthur  
Home Sweet Home/Do You Believe In Magic  
Buster is worried he won't know anyone at summer camp. Arthur is jealous of Buster's magic tricks.  
9:30pm WordGirl  
Sparkling Clean/The Smile Collector  
Instead of completing her chores, Becky decides to use her WordGirl superpowers to hide the mess.  
10pm Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum  
10:30pm Wild Kratts  
Blue Heron  
The Wild Kratts explore the abilities of the Blue heron, one of the largest birds in North America.  
11pm Dinosaur Train  
Junior Conductor  
Jamboree/Troodon Train Day  
Buddy and Tiny help King Cryolophosaurus overcome his stagefright before a concert performance.  
11:30pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood  
Quiet Time at School/Naptime In Blanket City  
Daniel and Miss Elaina don't want to stop playing with their trains during Quiet Time at school.  
12am Sesame Street  
Bath Time for Blanky  
Abby brings Rudy to the laundromat to wash his stinky blanky. Grover is the new laundromat attendant.  
12:30am Pinkalicious & Peterrific  
Best Day Ever/Catchy Song  
Pop star Jonah Rose comes to Pinkville. Pinkalicious writes a catchy song and everyone is singing it.
20 Thursday
8pm Hero Elementary
Kite Delight / Little Lost Horse
The young heroes learn about how wind moves things when they try to make a boy a new kite.
8:30pm Odd Squad
And Then They Were Puppies/A Case of the Sillies
When every agent turns into a puppy, it's up to Agent Ohlm to save the day.
9pm Arthur
Buster Baxter, Cat Saver/Play It Again, D.W.
Arthur is sick of Buster being admired for his rescue and hearing the CD that D.W. constantly plays.
9:30pm WordGirl
Whammer Anniversary/Rat Trap
Becky has to save her parents from The Whammer, babysit TJ and keep her secret identity intact.
10pm Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Helen Keller/I Am Alexander Graham Bell
Xavier and his friends travel back it time to see how Helen Keller learned to read and to speak.
10:30pm Wild Kratts
Komodo Dragon
Chris and Martin decide they better go and see what Gourmand is up to on the island of Komodo.
11pm Dinosaur Train
Migration Vacation/Moms Rawk!
Buddy travels with Annie's family on their migration and gets to experience being a Tyrannosaurus.
11:30pm Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Treasure Hunt/ Cheer Up, Archie
Pinkalicious and Peter are thrilled to meet a real life Pirate, Captain Toothy McSquint!
21 Friday
8pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Quiet Time at School/Naptime In Blanket City
Daniel and Miss Elaina don't want to stop playing with their trains during Quiet Time at school.
8:30pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
The Fire Drill/Daniel and Mom Go to the Market
Teacher Harriet shows Daniel and the class what to do to stay safe during a fire drill at school.
9pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel Waits with Dad/Margaret's New Shoes
Daniel learns that waiting can be hard, but playing and imagining make the waiting go faster.
9:30pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel's Substitute Teacher
Daniel learns that different can be fun when the class meets a substitute teacher named Mr. Malik.
10pm Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Zora Neale Hurston/I Am Charles Dickens
Xavier and his friends go back in time to meet Zora Neale Hurston, an exceptional storyteller.
10:30pm Wild Kratts
Hercules - The Giant Beetle
While investigating the exoskeletons of beetles, a Hercules beetle accidentally gets enlarged.
11pm Dinosaur Train
That's Not A Dinosaur/Tiny's Garden
The kids are told they can't compete in a leaf-necklace contest because they are not dinosaurs.
11:30pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel Waits with Dad/Margaret's New Shoes
Daniel learns that waiting can be hard, but playing and imagining make the waiting go faster.
12am Sesame Street
Fixing X
Big Bird and Snuffy are hosts of "The Letter of the Day Show" and learn all about the letter "X."
12:30am Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Treasure Hunt/ Cheer Up, Archie
Pinkalicious and Peter are thrilled to meet a real life Pirate, Captain Toothy McSquint!
22 Saturday
8pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Quiet Time at School/Naptime In Blanket City
Daniel and Miss Elaina don't want to stop playing with their trains during Quiet Time at school.
8:30pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
The Fire Drill/Daniel and Mom Go to the Market
Teacher Harriet shows Daniel and the class what to do to stay safe during a fire drill at school.
9pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel Waits with Dad/Margaret's New Shoes
Daniel learns that waiting can be hard, but playing and imagining make the waiting go faster.
9:30pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel's Substitute Teacher
Daniel learns that different can be fun when the class meets a substitute teacher named Mr. Malik.
10pm Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Zora Neale Hurston/I Am Charles Dickens
Xavier and his friends go back in time to meet Zora Neale Hurston, an exceptional storyteller.
10:30pm Wild Kratts
Hercules - The Giant Beetle
While investigating the exoskeletons of beetles, a Hercules beetle accidentally gets enlarged.
Neighborhood
Daniel's Substitute Teacher
Daniel learns that different can be fun when the class meets a substitute teacher named Mr. Malik.

10pm Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum

10:30pm Wild Kratts
When Fish Fly
Martin and Chris challenge Koki and Aviva to a contest about who has the most challenging job.

11pm Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Gnome More Nonsense/Space Dancing
Pinkalicious and Peter are thrilled when they find Norman the Garden Gnome living in their backyard!

11:30pm Let's Go Luna!
The Mystery of the Mask/Movie Monday
In Thailand, Leo sees a suspicious man in a mask and thinks he's up to no good!

12am Nature Cat
Woodpecker Picks A Place/Here Comes The Sun
Nature Cat and the gang find a woodpecker pecking away at Hal's roof!

12:30am Odd Squad
The Thrill of the Face/Raising The Bar
The Mobile Unit returns to the Museum of Natural Odd to battle a stone warrior.

23 Sunday
8pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Quiet Time at School/Naptime In Blanket City
Daniel and Miss Elaina don't want to stop playing with their trains during Quiet Time at school.

8:30pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
The Fire Drill/Daniel and Mom Go to the Market
Teacher Harriet shows Daniel and the class what to do to stay safe during a fire drill at school.

9pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel Waits with Dad/Margaret's New Shoes
Daniel learns that waiting can be hard, but playing and imagining make the waiting go faster.

9:30pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel's Substitute Teacher
Daniel learns that different can be fun when the class meets a substitute teacher named Mr. Malik.

10pm Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum

10:30pm Wild Kratts
Slider, The Otter
The Wild Kratts discover a lost otter cub and introduce him to life in the Cypress Swamp of Florida.

11pm Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Best Day Ever/Catchy Song
Pop star Jonah Rose comes to Pinkville. Pinkalicious writes a catchy song and everyone is singing it.

11:30pm Let's Go Luna!
Stinky Fruit/Kick It Good
Leo thinks he needs to like the taste of the very strong-smelling durian fruit to be a great chef.

12am Nature Cat
Kingdom of Rotting Log/Can You Dig It?
Nature Cat and his friends want to build their royal castle in the woods for a day of royal play!

12:30am Odd Squad
Train of Thoughts/Overdue!
The Mobile Unit must solve a case on a moving train. Orla's overdue library book causes problems.

24 Monday
8pm Hero Elementary
Bouncing Ideas / Leaning Tower,
No Pizza
The young heroes come to the aid of Rubberband Robbie who is bouncing all over the school!

8:30pm Odd Squad
Mid-Day in the Garden of Good and Odd/Failure to Lunch
When things in town get covered in jam, the agents turn to Odd Todd for help.

9pm Arthur
Arthur Vs. The Piano/The Big Blow-Up
Arthur gets stage fright. Can Francine and the Brain get along for the good of the soccer team?

9:30pm WordGirl
Have Snob, Will Travel/Tobey's Playground Calamity
Unable to choose the most valuable items to steal, The Butcher kidnaps Reginald the jeweler.

10pm Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum

10:30pm Wild Kratts
Mosquito Dragon
Martin and Chris go on a fact-finding adventure to find out why mosquitoes try to steal our blood.

11pm Dinosaur Train
The Amazing Michelinoceras Brothers/Dads' Day Out
The Pteranodons meet Max and Mitch Michelinoceras who put on a synchronized swimming show.

11:30pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Quiet Time at School/Naptime In Blanket City
Daniel and Miss Elaina don't want
to stop playing with their trains during Quiet Time at school.

12am Sesame Street
Fixing X
Big Bird and Snuffy are hosts of "The Letter of the Day Show" and learn all about the letter "X."

12:30am Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Pinkapolka Dotty/Lila Gets Glasses
Pinkalicious decides to create her own polka dot art, but she gets a little too carried away!

25 Tuesday
8pm Hero Elementary
Kite Delight / Little Lost Horse
The young heroes learn about how wind moves things when they try to make a boy a new kite.

8:30pm Odd Squad
Happy Halfiversary/Good Egg Bad Egg
The agents try to determine what kind of creature will hatch from an egg

9pm Arthur
The Perfect Game/D.W.'s Furry Freakout
Francine is working on a model city for her class and is obsessed that everything must be perfect.

9:30pm WordGirl
It's Your Party and I'll Cry if I Want To/Betty's Bad-itude
Becky doesn't get invited Katy's birthday party, but she must save the party from Toby's robots.

10pm Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Maya Angelou/I Am Frederick Douglass

10:30pm Wild Kratts
Panda Power Up!
While checking out the endangered Giant panda, the Wild Kratts get stranded in a bamboo forest.

11pm Dinosaur Train
Dry Times at Pteranodon Terrace/Big Misty Sea Fishing
Contest
Dad and Mom take the kids to the Big Pond on a camping trip, where they will wait out the drought.

11:30pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel Gets A Cold/Mom Tiger Is Sick
Daniel is not feeling very well, but he doesn't want to miss Prince Wednesday's birthday party.

12am Sesame Street
How to Build A Dinosaur
Elmo and friends imagine they are paleontologists who dig through dirt and stones to find fossils.

12:30am Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Knights of the Pink Table/Music Mix Up
Peter wants to become a knight so he can go on a quest with the Knights of the Pink Table.

26 Wednesday
8pm Hero Elementary
Bugging Out / Eager Beavers
The heroes are accidentally shrunk to the size of bugs and must find their way out of a weedy area.

8:30pm Odd Squad
Night Shift/Put Me In Coach
The agents discover things are very different at Odd Squad at night.

9pm Arthur
D.W. Goes to Washington/Arthur's Mystery Envelope
D.W. gets lost during a tour of the White House. Mr. Haney gives Arthur an envelope to bring home.

9:30pm WordGirl
Road Rage, Anger, and Fury/By Jove, You've Wrecked My Robots!
With hopes of exposing WordGirl's true identity, Toby takes a game about robots to Becky's house.

10pm Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Isaac Newton/I Am Golda Meir
Xavier and his friends go back in time to meet Sir Isaac Newton, an expert in the laws of motion.

10:30pm Wild Kratts
Mystery of the Weird Looking Walrus
Zach Varmitech has kidnapped walruses to mine precious pearls for Donita Donata's fashion line.

11pm Dinosaur Train
Hurricane at Pteranodon Terrace/Rafting The Cretaceous
The long-awaited rain returns and grows into a hurricane! The family finds shelter in a cave.

11:30pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel Gets Frustrated/Frustration at School
While playing "restaurant" at school, Daniel feels frustrated when he can't find a specific toy.

12am Sesame Street
Dinosaur in the Laundromat
Rudy, Zoe and Rosita become scientists and investigate a strange noise they keep hearing.

12:30am Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Missing Squeakykins/The Cloud-O-Matic
It's Pinkalicious' turn to take home the class pet Squeakykins. But poor Squeakykins looks so bored!

27 Thursday
8pm Hero Elementary
Rough Sledding / Hungry Hungry Hoppers
The young heroes pitch in to help find and test the right material to repair a ruined box sled.

8:30pm Odd Squad
Flawed Squad/The Creature Whisperer
The Villains team up to break into Odd Squad headquarters. The agents try to catch an odd creature.

9pm Arthur
I Wanna Hold Your Hand/Whistling
in the Wind
During a shopping trip to the mall, Binky gets caught holding his mom's hand!

9:30pm WordGirl
The Birthday Girl's Monstrous Gift/Hal The Haggler
The Energy Monster convinces Eileen to free and feed him so he can ruin the Summer Winter Carnival.

10pm Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
10:30pm Wild Kratts
Tazzy Chris
Zach Varmitech has kidnapped endangered Tasmanian Devils to create a ferocious new Zachbot.

11pm Dinosaur Train
Love Day/A New Leaf
Tiny wakes up feeling a little sad and Shiny decides to show her how much she loves her.

11:30pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Neighbor Day
Daniel performs one good deed that starts a chain reaction of kindness all around the Neighborhood.

12am Sesame Street
Cookie Monster's Museum Mystery
Cookie Monster is blamed when paintings begin to disappear from the Museum of Modern Cookie!

12:30am Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Invasion of the Flutterbugs/Ballet of the Bells
The Pinkertons are shocked to find their house is suddenly swarming with Flutterbugs!

28 Friday
8pm Hero Elementary
Bouncing Ideas / Leaning Tower, No Pizza
The young heroes come to the aid of Rubberband Robbie who is bouncing all over the school!

8:30pm Hero Elementary
Kite Delight / Little Lost Horse
The young heroes learn about how wind moves things when they try to make a boy a new kite.

9pm Hero Elementary
What You Don't See / Super Purple Pop-Up Plants
The heroes investigate mysterious purple plants that keep popping up all over Citytown.

10pm Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
We are the Wright Brothers/We are the Bronte Sisters

10:30pm Wild Kratts
Liturgusa Krattorum
Zach Varmitech and Donita Donata hatch a plan to capture all of a praying mantis species.

11pm Dinosaur Train
Carla Cretoxyrhina/Train Trouble
The Pteranodons meet Carla Cretoxyrhina, a shark who turns out to be much nicer than her reputation.

11:30pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel's New Friend/Same and Different
Daniel and Miss Elaina meet Prince Wednesday's cousin Chrissie during a playdate at the castle.

12am Sesame Street
The Big Pretend Band
Bert learns how to use his imagination and pretend play a saxophone so he can be in a pretend band.

12:30am Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Indoor Camp-In/The Flutterbugs
Pinkalicious uses her imagination to have fun indoor camping!

29 Saturday
8pm Hero Elementary
Bouncing Ideas / Leaning Tower, No Pizza
The young heroes come to the aid of Rubberband Robbie who is bouncing all over the school!

8:30pm Hero Elementary
Kite Delight / Little Lost Horse
The young heroes learn about how wind moves things when they try to make a boy a new kite.

9pm Hero Elementary
What You Don't See / Super Purple Pop-Up Plants
The heroes investigate mysterious purple plants that keep popping up all over Citytown.

10pm Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I am Florence Nightingale/I am George Washington Carver
Xavier and his friends ask legendary nurse Florence Nightingale to help stop Yadina's hiccups.

10:30pm Wild Kratts
Under Frozen Pond
The Wild Kratts go on an underwater adventure to discover how pond animals survive in the winter.

11pm Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Knights of the Pink Table/Music Mix Up
Peter wants to become a knight so he can go on a quest with the Knights of the Pink Table.

11:30pm Let's Go Luna!
Cusco, Weave Got A Problem/Nice
to Meet You, Machu Picchu
Andy, expert finder, helps Senor Fabuloso find Machu Picchu in the Peruvian Andes Mountains

12am Nature Cat
Garden Impossible/Agents of the Great Outdoors
Daisy helps her gardening pal Petunia build a city garden so she can join the Urban Gardening Club.

12:30am Odd Squad
Happy Halfiversary/Good Egg Bad Egg
The agents try to determine what kind of creature will hatch from an egg

30 Sunday
8pm Hero Elementary
Bouncing Ideas / Leaning Tower, No Pizza
The young heroes come to the aid of Rubberband Robbie who is bouncing all over the school!
8:30pm Hero Elementary
Kite Delight / Little Lost Horse
The young heroes learn about how wind moves things when they try to make a boy a new kite.
9pm Hero Elementary
What You Don't See / Super Purple Pop-Up Plants
The heroes investigate mysterious purple plants that keep popping up all over Citytown.
9:30pm Hero Elementary
Dog in the Fog / Bye, Bye Dragonfly
The heroes come to the rescue when a small dog gets lost in the fog. But this mission isn't so easy!

10pm Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Isaac Newton/I Am Golda Meir
Xavier and his friends go back in time to meet Sir Isaac Newton, an expert in the laws of motion.

10:30pm Wild Kratts

Liturgusa Krattorum
Zach Varmitech and Donita Donata hatch a plan to capture all of a praying mantis species.

11pm Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Invasion of the Flutterbugs/Ballet of the Bells
The Pinkertons are shocked to find their house is suddenly swarming with Flutterbugs!

11:30pm Let's Go Luna!
Speaking Wigglewalker/London Frog
Thick fog hides London's Big Ben and Andy realizes that the sounds of the city can provide clues.

12am Nature Cat
Bunyan Trouble/Foggy Feat
The agents try to catch an odd creature.

31 Monday
8pm Hero Elementary
Hero Hit Parade / Trouble at the Pet Wash
When a big parade balloon gets loose and flies through Citytown, the heroes try to get it back.

8:30pm Odd Squad
Back to the Past/Odd Squad Needs You
The Villains team up to break into Odd Squad headquarters. The agents try to catch an odd creature.

9pm Arthur
Arthur's Underwear/Francine Frensky, Olympic Rider
Arthur dreams about splitting his pants. Francine's sister is a better than her at riding horses.

9:30pm WordGirl
Where Have All The Villains Gone?/Captain Tangent Returns
Ms. Question comes up with a plan to eliminate the city's villains so

WordGirl is no longer needed.

10pm Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am George Washington/I Am Susan B. Anthony
Our heroes meet George Washington, one of the greatest leaders in the history of the United States.

10:30pm Wild Kratts
Fireflies
Donita Donata has been capturing all the fireflies to use in the making of a sparkly dress.

11pm Dinosaur Train
The Forest Fire/The Lost Bird
The kids take on a hike through the woods to see how new life is growing back after a forest fire.

11:30pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Line Leader Daniel/Neighborhood Jobs
Daniel learns the importance of the Neighborhood jobs when he and Mom Tiger fill in as librarians.

12am Sesame Street
Cookie Monster's Museum Mystery
Cookie Monster is blamed when paintings begin to disappear from the Museum of Modern Cookie!

12:30am Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Garden Gnome Party/That Unicorn Feeling
Edna the gnome, Pinkalicious and Peter help Norman learn a dance for a garden gnome party.